LISTEN

PLACES AROUND TOWN

- Listen and decide if each statement is true or false.

1. The gas station is next to ....
   a) TRUE
   b) FALSE

2. The post office is ....
   a) TRUE
   b) FALSE

3. The Internet café is across from ....
   a) TRUE
   b) FALSE

4. City Hall is on the corner of ....
   a) TRUE
   b) FALSE

5. The library is … the gym and City Hall.
   a) TRUE
   b) FALSE

6. Jon’s Supermarket ....
   a) TRUE
   b) FALSE

7. The bus station ....
   a) TRUE
   b) FALSE

8. ....

9. ....

10. ....
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PLACES AROUND TOWN

Aim
Listening Practice

Level
Intermediate

ANSWER KEY

1. A (TRUE)  6. A (TRUE)
2. B (FALSE)  7. A (TRUE)
3. B (FALSE)  8. A (TRUE)
4. A (TRUE)  9. B (FALSE)
5. B (FALSE) 10. B (FALSE)

Read-Aloud Script

1. The gas station is next to the pet shop.
2. The post office is on Orchard Road.
3. The Internet café is across from the movie theater.
4. City Hall is on the corner of Market Street and Orchard Road.
5. The library is between the gym and City Hall.
6. Jon’s Supermarket is on Market Street.
7. The bus station is across from the hospital.
8. The pet shop is between the gas station and the bus station.
9. There are apartments behind the police station.
10. The IELTS Testing Center is on the corner of Martin Street and Orchard Road.